More suggestions...

Sign up for the summer reading challenge here

*Hold your phone's camera over this QR code to be taken to our online tracking system!

For additional reading recommendations check out Novelist Plus, the readers tool. Find titles in series, authors, audiobook narrators, or books that are like your favorites.

SUMMER READING GUIDE
June 1 - July 31
All Ages | Win Prizes!

RockIslandLibrary.org | 309-732-7341
For the kids...
These colorful books have been selected by our Librarians for you and your family to enjoy!

Maybe Something Beautiful | E CAM
The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse | E CAR
The Day the Crayons Quit | E DAY
Planting a Rainbow | E EHL
The Girl Who Heard Colors | E HAR
Color Dance | E JON
Black is a Rainbow Color | E JOY
Purplicious | E KAN
Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes | E LIT
The color monster : a story about emotions | E LLE
The Hidden Rainbow | E MAT
Elmer and the Rainbow | E MCK
Purple, Green and Yellow | E MUN
Let's Play! | E TUL
Bear Sees Colors | E WIL
The Crayon Man | J B BINNEY

Non-Fiction
Antitrust : taking on monopoly power from the gilded age to the digital age
343.730 KLO
How to avoid a climate disaster | Bill Gates
| 363.73874 GAT
Cook This Book: Techniques That Teach and Recipes to Repeat | 641.5 BAZ
The Pepper Thai Cookbook: Family Recipes from Everyone's Favorite Thai Mom | 641.595 TEI
Sapiens: A brief history of humankind
909 HAR
Empire of Pain: The Secret History of the Sackler Dynasty | LP 929.2 KEE
Valcour: The 1776 Campaign That Saved the Cause of Liberty | 973.35 KEL
The Agitators: Three Friends Who Fought for Abolition and Women's Rights
974.768 WIC
Blood and Treasure: Daniel Boone and the Fight for America's First Frontier
976.902 DRU
Man Enough: Undefining My Masculinity
B BALDONI
How y'all doing? : misadventures and mischief from a life well lived | B JORDAN
The Woman Who Raised the Buddha | B MAHAPRAJAPATI
Books for Adults

**Fiction**
- While Justice Sleeps | FIC ABRAMS
- Black Buck | FIC ASKARIPOUR
- Hour of the Witch | FIC BOHJALIAN
- The Last Thing He Told Me | FIC DAVE
- Charmed Wife | FIC GRUSHIN
- The Other Black Girl | FIC HARRIS
- Wife Upstairs | FIC HAWKINS
- Klara and the Sun | FIC ISHIGURO
- The Maidens | FIC MICHAELIDES
- The Guncle | FIC ROWLEY
- Gold Diggers | FIC SATHIAN
- The Siren | MYS ST JOHN
- Dial A for Aunties | MYS SUTANT
- Final Revival of Opal and Nev | FIC WALTON
- That Summer | FIC WEINER
- Project Hail Mary | SF WEIR

**Non-Fiction:**
- Mars! Earthlings Welcome | J 523.43 MCA

For BIGGER kids
You are never alone when lost in the magic of a book." - Marie Lu